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What a History Teacher Leaves 
Behind

MassiMo MagLione, Teacher 

Collegiate School

When I first taught in high school after a brief stint in college, I did 
not know what hit me. Teaching high-spirited adolescents was a 
radically different experience. I had twenty young people squeezed 
together in one of my classrooms. Then and there, I decided that, 
if I were to be successful, I needed engaging teaching approaches. 
I came up with three. First, the classroom atmosphere should be 
cheerful. Second, to stretch my students’ minds, I must emphasize 
rigorous academic skills and the never-ending interconnectedness 
of historical events. Third, we would explore moral themes and 
the ethical implications of decisions reached by societies’ leaders. 
I thought then—and still do—that I could convey my passion 
to examine what is right or acceptable given the circumstances 
of the time. Above all, the material must be made accessible to 
fledging scholars.

Filling the Classroom with Mirth
My first objective was to create a congenial classroom environment. 
Humor is one of my favorite weapons. Not only does it dissolve 
moments of tension, but it also makes the study of history a joyous 
diurnal class experience. The message is clear: analyzing historical 
trends does not have to be dull. A few examples of my attempts at 
mirth should explain how I perk up a lesson. 

One of my standard antics is lifted from Mel Brooks’ film To 
Be or Not To Be, in which he plays an actor impersonating Hitler. 
In explaining the origins of World War II, I turn to a trusty map 
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and energetically point to the area designating Czechoslovakia and 
Poland. Then I paraphrase Hitler’s line from the film: “All I want is 
peace—a piece of Czechoslovakia and a piece of Poland.” All this is 
said while I am skipping around and lifting my feet as if I were try-
ing to avoid crawling critters on the classroom rug. 

Another humorous story has to do with the 17th century visit 
of Peter the Great to the French royal court. Being his customary 
uncouth self, Peter lifted up the Dauphin, the future king of the 

oldest dynasty in Europe, as if he 
were a rag doll—shocking those 
assembled, and sending never-to-
be-forgotten emotional tremors 
to the hangers-on at court. There 
can be no better illustration of the 
striking contrast between these 
two early modern societies. This 
royal vulgarian’s gesture exempli-

fied not only a completely different attitude of social behavior but 
a society new to diplomacy. In any case, it was an action which 
baffled the overly refined French court. 

I have also taken to yelling or raising my voice suddenly to 
emphasize a critical historical point. When discussing Luther’s ideas 
of grace and salvation during the Reformation in the 16th century, 
I have startled many a student when I've uttered, in a stentorian 
voice, the core concept of all Protestant religions: “Faith and faith 
alone!” Less than elegant as these stabs at humor may be, they do 
the trick. Students are an easy audience when the right climate in 
the class has been reached. Trying is all that is necessary: the foibles 
of human beings in history are abundant. All a history teacher must 
do is choose from the innumerable examples of humor or displays 
of human folly.

All that said, humor cannot overshadow the seriousness of pur-
pose in teaching history in a rigorously academic way. A history 
teacher must always focus on the need to establish points of contact 
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among economic, social, political and cultural trends. In addition, 
pointing up the contrasts and similarities between and among dif-
ferent societies is a necessary chore for a teacher of history. In other 
words, connecting historical events by grouping them in a coherent 
way must be the overriding goal.

Making Connections: Unraveling the soviet system
History is all about connections: no other word is more important in 
this discipline. In discussing the unraveling of the Soviet system, for 
example, it is crucial to see how the Stalinist system contained the 
seeds of its own destruction. 
Even its accomplishments most 
likely helped to bring down the 
entire Communist edifice. In 
Stalin’s time there was a single-
minded emphasis on investing 
in capital or machine goods. 
As a result, growth in the iron, 
steel, oil, gas, transportation and chemical industries was prodi-
gious. But an overdeveloped heavy industry was accomplished at 
the expense of the consumer goods industry.

This relative neglect of the consumer industry came back to 
haunt the Soviet regime. At the same time the Soviet planners were 
throwing resources to the capital goods industry, they were obsessed 
with educating the offspring of serfs, even at the university level. 
These newly educated people were not going to be satisfied with 
the paltry choices of food products in Soviet cities. They would 
eventually want what all members of the middle class covet: a high 
standard of living that invariably includes material products.

This expectation proved to be the dreaded challenge for such 
Soviet leaders as Nikita Khrushchev, Leonid Brezhnev and Mikhail 
Gorbachev. Khrushchev tried to move away from state farms to 
raise agricultural productivity for the burgeoning urban popula-
tion. His failure delayed agrarian progress for a quarter of a century, 
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and left Gorbachev to pick up the pieces. Russia still has not com-
pletely fulfilled its people’s expectations; much can be said about 
how hard it has been to move away from an ossified planned econ-
omy to a modern market structure.

A teacher must connect the inadequate and belated agrarian and 
economic or industrial reforms of Khrushchev to the modernizing 
efforts of Gorbachev. Further, the middle class’s mounting desire for 
political and intellectual freedom must be contrasted with its eco-
nomic and social aspirations. Which is more important for this 
emergent and mostly urban group: political freedom or economic 
well-being? To get a full picture of an evolving Russia, linking eras 
as well as economic, social, political and cultural institutions is the 
name of the game. A teacher must go over step-by-step how these 
developments relate to one another. All the foregoing points, there-
fore, must be included in an analysis of the problems that Russia has 
had in forging a modern society. 

Understanding a Revolution
Another good example of the importance to students of  linking 
historical forces—trends, factors, causes and eras—is the scrutiny 
of how a cluster of crucial economic, social and political develop-
ments in 18th century France made the first modern revolution 
with an emphasis on popular rule likely, or at least very possible. 
Ostensibly, France was experiencing a boom in agriculture and the 
rest of its economy. The problems, however, were below the sur-
face. Guild rules and restrictions created obstacles to economic pro-
ductivity. The French aristocracy prevented the bourgeoisie from 
entering the exalted ranks of the nobility. Harvest failures and 
complaints about the very onerous tax burden for the middle class 
added to the mix of causes that started the French Revolution. A 
teacher must expose students to various interpretations of these fac-
tors, ranking them in different ways. 

With all these swirling reasons and interpretations for the sear-
ing social discontent in the 1780s in France, a teacher can have 
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trouble pulling together the taproots of the revolution. What to 
do? Faced with this complex analytical endeavor, a teacher can use a 
Smart Board to outline the nexus between the factors triggering this 
dramatic historical episode. With such an outline the students who 
have difficulty understanding the interactions between the causes of 
such exceedingly complicated events can absorb the material by seeing it, 
not just hearing what a teacher says. 
The bold print of this lesson on a 
large screen can enhance what has 
been grasped in an auditory man-
ner by a struggling scholar. Differ-
ent points of view on which causes 
were more important should also 
be indicated in these outlines of 
lessons in class. What is more, 
these outlines can be made avail-
able online to allow students to 
reflect on what they have learned 
or need to learn at home. 

Teaching students to Make Comparisons
The comparison between the political and economic institutions of 
western and eastern Europe can give many a student trouble. Why 
are these societies so different from one another? The authoritarian 
and militaristic nature of Prussian and Russian civilizations should 
be compared to more open societies like England and France. More 
benign interpretations of the former countries need to be considered 
as well. Studying the geographic vulnerability of areas like Prussia 
and Russia helps us comprehend how their rulers felt the need for 
strong armies. This need influenced their culture and contributed to 
a strictly hierarchical approach to leadership. It also created problem-
atic cults of military elites, making the development of democratic 
institutions more difficult. Further, focus on these two countries, 
sometimes adding a study of post-Meiji Japan, can show students 
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the very many speed bumps to modernization in areas with histo-
ries of deeply-rooted regimes dominated by obdurate military and 
political elites. Such an examination will allow young learners to see 
that modernizing a country under these circumstances is not for the 
faint-hearted. Sympathy might even be in order for those given the 
task of doing so. 

In short, a teacher must walk the students through this maze 
of interlinked aspects of Prussian and Russian life. In doing so, a 
history teacher should not rely on only one method of teaching. 
For instance, I have composed a writing manual with examples by 
former students on how to structure an essay on various historical 
topics. Showing students how previous fledgling scholars suc-
cessfully connected these critical points on test essays or papers 
can make this analytical exercise more understandable. We go 
over the introductions of students of years gone by to see how 
they formulated all-encompassing thesis statements that have 
the main interrelated ideas at least suggested or indicated in 
them. In addition, dividing students up into smaller groups so 
that they can help each other with these challenging assign-
ments is another important teaching tool. Students themselves 
may come up with more digestible explanations for these puz-
zling historical questions than even their teacher can provide. 

Developing Detachment
There is another problem with which the history teacher has to 
contend: the bias we all bring to the study of this discipline. This 
bias accentuates synthesizing wildly different, even controversial, 
perspectives on measures that were taken by the actors of earlier 
times. Can we be dispassionate when digging up the past? The 
relationship between the observer of history and the facts of the 
events themselves can dilute quite a bit our objectivity in analyz-
ing historical events. Here a teacher can bring up the work of Freud 
and others who have opened up what we think of as our conscious-
ness to rigorous inquiry. Anyone engaged in historical analysis 
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must look at the motives and sources for his or her beliefs and inter-
pretations of events. As historian E.H. Carr explained: 

The historian starts with a provisional selection of facts and 
a provisional interpretation in the light of which that selec-
tion has been made—by others as well as by himself. As 
he works, both the interpretation and the selection and the 
ordering of the facts undergo subtle and perhaps uncon-
scious changes through the reciprocal action of one or the 
other. And this reciprocal action also involves reciprocity 
between present and past, since the historian is part of the 
present and the facts belong to the past. The historian and 
the facts of history are necessary to one another. The histo-
rian without his facts is rootless and futile; the facts without 
their historian are dead and meaningless. My first answer to 
the question, What is history?, is that it is a continuous pro-
cess of interaction between the historian and the facts, an 
unending dialogue between the present and the past.

Only by recognizing our propensity to select facts—and try-
ing to fathom how others do the same—can we arrive at an ever-
so-tentative understanding of historical events. Appreciating that 
our approach to history is conditioned by our past experiences and 
our world views marks the beginning of transcending these very 
limitations. Encouraging students to discuss their feelings about 
touchy and contentious historical topics can broaden their perspec-
tives on how to analyze them. This “unending dialogue between 
the present and the past” assures students that, even if they are not 
completely impartial, they can make connections with some level 
of objectivity.

exploring Moral Themes
Finally, stimulating students to love history requires one more trick 
up a teacher’s sleeve. That trick has to do with the moral aspects 
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of the historical endeavor. Raising moral themes in history should 
excite students and make them realize the relevance as well as the 
value of this branch of knowledge. Discussions of how leaders go 
to war always raise troubling moral questions. There are many 
examples from which to choose. Otto von Bismarck and Camillo 
Cavour’s diplomatic moves in the 1850s and 1860s point up one 
central moral dilemma: how does one justify the use of war for 
even a worthy goal? Bismarck and Cavour, both diplomatic titans, 

used war as a means to their 
nationalist ends. They were 
short wars, but they were wars 
with casualties nonetheless.

Race and racial politics also 
provide a good springboard for 
intellectually sophisticated dis-
cussions. The quandary the 
great Abraham Lincoln found 
himself in with his position 
on freeing the slaves in 1862 

speaks volumes. The Emancipation Proclamation only freed slaves 
in rebellious states. Lincoln needed the support of the people in the 
Border States; for this and other political reasons, they were left out 
of this executive order. Lincoln’s own Secretary of State, William 
Seward, opined mockingly, “We show our sympathy with slavery 
by emancipating slaves where we cannot reach them and holding 
them in bondage where we can set them free.” What should Lin-
coln have done? The moral imperative should have led to one posi-
tion, but political calculus led to another. 

Another apt example of the shaving of moral principles concerns 
the trailblazing Franklin Delano Roosevelt. He passed the epoch-
al Social Security Act of 1935 without covering occupations, such as 
agricultural work, that were dominated by black labor. Roosevelt did 
this to secure the backing of the Dixiecrats, the conservative southern 
Democrats, who controlled key committees in Congress. Analyzing 
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such political compromises generates many vigorous class discussions. 
Was Machiavelli right: A leader must do what he can and not bother 
to do what he should? Teachers should not hesitate to invite students 
themselves to come up with moral questions or the ethical implica-
tions of the policies and programs of major players in history.

implanting Historical Wisdom
I often leave my classroom asking myself what I have accom-
plished in motivating or enticing students to enjoy the unwieldy 
subject that I have always cared about. What do I leave behind for 
them? A teacher of history wants students to remember not just 
a simple assortment of facts but the meaning behind those facts 
and their interrelationships. I would like to think that they will 
understand that important decisions must be placed in an his-
torical context. And I hope the questions we pose in class linger 
in their minds. Are truth and morality relative to the demands of 
a particular society? Or are they universal without regard to con-
temporary circumstances? I trust that my students will continue 
to wrestle with these questions—even if they forget where they 
were discussed. 

Any experienced teacher will relate to these words of the poet 
Philip Larkin: “From the nest here of my head that I needs must 
turn /To know what prints I leave.” Perhaps with humor or bon-
homie, connecting historical forces clearly and in a reasonably 
detached fashion, and examining the moral dimensions of the 
actions of the leading participants of the past, a teacher can leave 
deep and lasting prints of historical wisdom.

 
 
Massimo Maglione, Ph.D., is an historian and upper school teacher at   
Collegiate School in New York City.


